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the United States, accepting the music
directorships of both the Traverse
Symphony Orchestra in Michigan and the Springfield symphony
Orchestra in Massachusetts. He was
already in the running for the position he holds in Springfield, when his
mother-in-law called about an article
in the paper that stated David Holland
was retiring from the Traverse City
orchestra and they were looking for
a Director of Music to replace him.
“So, at that point in my life, I really
wanted to redirect some of my energies and do something where I could
have an impact, where I could make
a difference, where I could effect
change in a positive way. I felt this
all met up in Michigan in Traverse
City. I hope I can say that in the
seasons I have been there – next year
is my twentieth season– I have had an
ping through the door, it must seem Owensbora Symphony in Kentucky, impact on the quality of the orcheslike the world becomes Technicolor.” Leon Gregorian. He suggested that tra...”
The influence of classical music in I go to Michigan State University
Rhodes lives in Springfield and
his career came from a typical youth- to study piano there with the artist commutes to Traverse City for
in residence, Ralph Votapek, who his rehearsals and concerts. Also
ful rebellion.
appears with the Traverse orchestra
“In my case my parents liked very season, even though he is in his included in his schedule, are trips
county and western music, played in 80s. Because Gregorian knew people back to Europe for guest appearances
a 24 hour trucker diner, so I rebelled there, he thought I might get some and to Boston, where he is Principal
Conductor of the Pro Arts Chamber
into classical music, becoming an opportunities to conduct.”
Orchestra,
opera symphony ballet conductor,”
Rhodes then attended
Rhodes laughs.
When asked to explain his conductthe University of Illinois ing style, he answers, “It is a diffi“When I was in high school in in Urbana–Champaign for his
cult thing to ask someone about how
southern Indiana, I played in musi- Masters of Conducting.
they
conduct…I make sense of music
cals at school and that lead to becomRhodes
first
stop
after
the
univeras
drama
– the drama in the music.
ing involved in community theatre
– amateur theatre,” Rhodes recalls. sity was Albuquerque, New Mexico, To put it in a simple way, there is a
“Then, it wasn’t too long before I where he was the music director of song in My Fair Lady where the Eliza
was called upon to start conduct- the Albuquerque Civic Light Opera. Doolittle character is really mad,
ing the shows – I was 16 or so. I was Shortly after arriving, he also became just you wait Henry Higgens, just
conducting on what I had picked a professor of piano at the University you wait. It is a really mad song, so
up from various people that I had of New Mexico. In 1991 he moved to you are playing this in a completely
worked with…along with a book. I Basel, Switzerland to join the music different way when later on she
decided to seriously study conduct- staff at the Opera House, the first step sings I could have danced all night,
ing and I studied with a man who at to an exceptional international career. where she is happy and in love…you
that time was the conductor of the
In 2001, Kevin Rhodes returned to play those entirely differently, if it is
somewhat expressing incredible joy
about a moment or super big anger.”

A Maestro Works His Magic

By Kathleen Gest

The power of music has been
known for a long time – yet, still not
fully understood. To put it simply,
experts say that music has the power
to transform lives – physically,
emotionally and spiritually. From
that, it can be said that music is the
magical art of sound that captivates,
inspires, energizes and soothes.
Kevin Rhodes, the Conductor of
the Traverse Symphony Orchestra,
knows the power of music. He has
lived with it since he was a young
boy, growing up in Evansville, Indiana.
“We say in the theatre, when words
no longer suffice, the character has
to sing,” Rhodes explains. “The only
choice left is music. It is communication beyond what words can do…it
must be like Dorothy in the Wizard
of Oz, going through the landscape of
Kansas in black and white and then
discovering this incredible gift that
classical orchestral music is – step-
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“That kind of puts you into my way
of thinking. So, I tend to interpret
all music as a dramatic situation…
that sense of what is the drama of
the notes, what is the theatre of the
notes, is really crucial to me…I think
this dramatic, this theatrical element
inherent in music is probably what
I have been trying to bring to every
performance I do.”
DECEMBER 2019

Rhodes’ career spans across by Aaron Copeland to a full program
nations, conducting in over 16 they had already been rehearsing for
different countries with more than a week.
fifty different orchestras. His work
“Most proud of, I have to say our
extends from the major opera houses last performance,” Rhodes replies
of Europe for concerts, opera and with the Traverse Symphony in mind.
ballet to the concert stages of the “The sequence of performances over
United States. Picking one perfor- the past few years have just been
mance that stands out must be diffi- one better than the one before and,
cult.
particularly this season, we started
“The first night or first perfor- with a big Wagner gala. This was an
mances some place or of a certain amazing accomplishment. This was
piece always are important moments. new material for everyone on stage,
There are all kinds of my perfor- because an orchestras our size are
mances and places that would battle certainly not playing Wagner very
for the top spot. Certainly, the first often. Since the orchestra is always
time I walked into the pit in Vienna getting better, the last one is the one
and there was sitting in front me the I am most proud of.”
same orchestra that I had watched on
“For those who haven’t given
television with Leonard Bernstein orchestra music, classical music, a
doing the Beethoven Symphonies a try…do yourself a favor and try it
few years earlier when I was in high just once, because anyone who does
school – that was a pretty memorable is almost always convinced it is
moment.”
great. It is not the stuffy, long-haired
Rhodes also vividly remembers
his first performance conducting the
Traverse Symphony Orchestra on
September 16, 2001, just days after
the September 11th attacks. They
added Fanfare for the Common Man

music – they used to say boring
music – that you fall asleep during,”
Rhodes emphasizes. “It is an amazing thing to sit and listen to music
played live by all of these incredible
professionals.”
Kevin Rhodes conducts the Traverse Symphony Orchestra.

Local Volunteers Receive
State Recognition
Volunteers from Catholic Human Services of the Grand Traverse region were recently recognized at the Michigan
Governors Service Award luncheon in Lansing recently.
Heide McNichols is a Foster Grandparent volunteer and has been serving with in the area since November 2016.
She has given over 1,952 hours mentoring at risk children since starting with us.
Karl Knauf is a Senior Companion volunteer and has been serving with the local programs since February 2016.
He has given over 3,039 hours to spending time with isolated senior citizens.

From Left to right: Director Theresa Kerry, Volunteer Coordiator Sarah Rodery, Senior Companion Volunteer Karl Knauf, Volunteer Program Coordinator Ashley Redinger. The staff of Senior Volunteer Programs of NWMI with which Karl volunteers.
DECEMBER 2019
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ShareCare For All
It could happen to any of us:
Claire’s mother needs help after
her knee replacement surgery. John
had a heart attack and needs cardiac
rehab. Both lack the local support
needed. Someone recommended
ShareCare.
Who’s ShareCare? Many Leelanau residents don’t know or haven’t
even heard the name despite its 26
year existence. So who are we?

registered nurse coordinates care
for those in need. Vetted independent contractors and caregivers are
utilized when the services required
are beyond our ability to provide
them.
ShareCare’s expansion, to be
there for all Leelanau seniors
in need, is being accomplished
through the coordination and assistance of Leelanau County Senior
Services (LCSS) and Aging Well
in Leelanau (AWL), a local advisory group studying health delivery
issues in the County. This coordination allows us to help those
in need, while avoiding gaps in
service, eliminating duplication
and improving efficiency.

ShareCare is basically a large
group of volunteers whose mission
is to help older people in Leelanau
County remain in their home, for
as long as possible, in a safe and
healthy environment. Our motto
is “neighbors helping neighbors”.
Started as a nonprofit, membership
only organization, it has expanded
The key element in all this a
in recent years to be available for all healthy supply of volunteers. Our
County seniors in need of assistance. volunteers and donors are the
Volunteers provide transportation, “backbone” of ShareCare; without
errands, home visits, check-ins, pet them we don’t exist. Their time,
care, respite care, yard work, and effort, ideas, and financial support
an occasional special request. Our are essential to our mission. Volun-

teering takes on many forms:
from driving a senior somewhere,
or just “being there” for them,
and lots of things in-between, as
mentioned above. The rewards
received from helping can be most
gratifying; and, what a wonderful
way to give back to your community.
ShareCare’s services are available to all persons in Leelanau
County over sixty years of age.
There is a small annual administrative fee (which can be waived
when necessary). We recruit and
accept volunteers at any adult
age; however, our transportation drivers must be younger
than eighty due to insurance and
liability issues. We believe deeply

in a vision of an engaged, caring
community. We are service providers and sometimes we are the recipients of a service. We look after
each other. We follow the motto
of “neighbors helping neighbors”.
We are there for each other in times
of need, and for the health and
well-being of all Leelanau County
seniors.
Interested in volunteering or
need help? Check our website
(sharecareleelanau.org), give us
a call 231-256-0221, or stop by
our offices, 7401 E Duck Lake Rd.
Lake Leelanau.
Don Frerichs, President
ShareCare Board of Directors
Julie Tarr, Executive Director

Assisted living is right for you.
True or False!
True or False: When I run out of money, I must move
into a nursing home?
False! Cherry Hill Haven offers an income-based
program to allows seniors to age in place. The Income
Based Program will reduce the monthly fee of a qualified
prospective or current resident to the amount of his or
her actual monthly income, and will allow a resident to
remain at Cherry Hill Haven Assisted Living as long as
he or she wishes, regardless of financial circumstances
True or False: I need more care today than when I moved
in. Now, I must pay more or move to a nursing home.
False! Cherry Hill Haven is set up in small home like
environments that can absorb increases in care, allowing residents to age in place. Also, due to our flat rate
structure, there are no increases in a resident’s room
rate due to care.
True or False: After I move into an assisted living or
memory care facility there is nothing to do!
False! Cherry Hill Haven offers a robust schedule of
activities and events put on by our volunteers and life
enrichment department. One of our main attractions is
our music therapy provided by Young at Heart Music
weekly!
Check us out on Facebook to see recent events and
activities! @cherryhillhaventraversecity
If you or your loved one is struggling with the idea of
moving into an assisted living community for any reason,
please contact us and we will try to help as best we can!
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Does A-Fib Diagnosis Mean No More Steak?
DEAR DR. ROACH: I
was diagnosed with atrial
fibrillation a year ago. A
week after that, I had an
MRI that showed I’d had
a ministroke and probably several others in the
past. I love ribeye steak,
and eat it maybe two or
three times a year. Is this
safe? -- R.A.
ANSWER: Atrial fibrillation is a rhythm problem of the heart. The natural rhythm is lost, so
the heartbeat becomes irregular. Because of the
lack of normal movement in the heart, the blood
can pool and form clots in the left atrium; these
clots can travel downstream to lodge in a blood
vessel. Clots can cut off the blood supply to the
area where they lodge. It’s most critical when
it happens in the brain, since if brain cells die,
function is lost.
A stroke is just a focal area of cell death in
the brain. The size and location of the area in
the brain where cell death occurs determines
how significant the stroke is. Strokes can range
from unnoticeable to devastating to fatal. Most
people with atrial fibrillation take medication to
reduce the risk of stroke.

Eating poorly can increase
the risk of heart disease
and stroke as well, but most
commonly this happens via
a different mechanism. High
amounts of saturated fat -such as in ribeye steak, which
is fattier than many cuts of
beef -- increase the risk of
damage to blood vessels
through buildup of cholesterol plaques. These
plaques cut off blood supply, and this causes
a heart attack if the plaques are lodged in the
arteries of the heart, a stroke if in the brain and
various problems if in other parts of the body.
In people who have a history of stroke, it’s
particularly important to take steps to reduce
further risk. That means a discussion with your
doctor about whether you are on the best treatment for atrial fibrillation and whether you have
evidence of cholesterol plaques.
Even if you don’t have any evidence of
plaques, a healthy diet of mostly plants, with
whole grains, nuts and seeds, some fatty fish
if you enjoy that and sparse amounts of meats
reduces many health risks. However, two or
three steaks a year is not going to cause harm.
The best data available shows that people who

have 100 grams (just over 3 ounces) of red meat
a week are at the lowest risk of developing blood
vessel problems. It’s not clear that zero is better
than that small amount.
In any event, I am a firm believer that enjoying
life is the goal. If having a steak a few times a
year is truly enjoyable, the risk is small, and you
should enjoy those meals without guilt.
DEAR DR. ROACH: What is the body’s rate of
absorption for calcium? -- A.
ANSWER: The textbook answer is 20% to
40%, but in reality, the answer is very complicated, as it depends on total body and intracellular calcium, vitamin D levels, presence of
phosphates in food and other factors. The short
answer is that it’s usually exactly what it needs
to be when things work properly. If the body is
deficient in calcium, then absorption is maximal,
but still most calcium in food is not absorbed.
Dr. Roach regrets that he is unable to answer
individual questions, but will incorporate them
in the column whenever possible. Readers may
email questions to ToYourGoodHealth@med.
cornell.edu.

IS THERE AN
EXPERT THAT
YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SEE
HERE?
Call
231-631-5651
or email
editor@gtprimetime.com

(c) 2019 North America Synd., Inc.
All Rights Reserved

can I learn more about
Q How
the Perry Hannah Home?
A
:

: There is a

second edition
book about Traverse
City’s founding
father entitled,
Perry Hannah’s Gifts
Then and Now. It
includes then and
now photos and the
never before told story exclusively about Perry
Hannah and how his many gifts of land and
building as well as his retirement home are
used today. Please visit www.perryhannah.
com to learn more about how you can purchase
this book or to get your signed copy, please
call Peg at 947-6347.
You are also invited to attend the Perry Hannah
Home’s Holiday Open House on December
14 from 4 pm to 7 pm. You will have the
opportunity to see the home’s 30 Christmas
trees of all shapes, sizes and themes collected
over the decades that are located primarily
on the second and third floors of this historic
home. You are invited to bring a non-perishable
food item for the Father Fred Food Pantry or
unwrapped Toy for Tots.

305 Sixth Street, Traverse City, MI 49684 • 231-947-6347
Dan Jonkhoff, Manager • www.reynolds-jonkhoff.com

DECEMBER 2019
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Get VA Medical Info on Your iPhone
The Department of Veterans Affairs has partnered with Apple to let
us access our health records right from our iPhone. This information
will include not only the health care we get from the VA, but from other
medical providers as well.
If you’ve ever looked at the Health app on your iPhone, you’ve seen
that it’s comprehensive. With the VA partnership with Apple, you’ll be
able to look up lab results and check prescriptions, shot records and
more, right on your phone.

It will work with third-party apps to keep track of every healthy (or
unhealthy) thing you do. It will remind you to take your pills or check
your glucose. It will track your sleep cycles and wake you with an alarm.
The phone app can even hook up with an Apple smartwatch and let you
know if your heart rate is too fast.
So why does this make me nervous? Let me count the ways.
• You’ll need an iPhone to access the Health app. At this writing, the
cheapest one is $450, for an iPhone 8.
• The software will periodically connect your phone to the various
medical servers and bring in any new records.
• To keep your medical data safe, you’ll need to use Face ID, a passcode or Touch ID, whether or not you want it. Are you certain that
no one else knows your passcode?
• The app includes an unencrypted emergency Medical ID card that
EMTs (and anyone else) can use to check your health info.
• We don’t know that third-party provider apps are safe.
Check your iPhone if you have one. The default setting is to track your
walking distance, flights climbed and steps taken. You might have years
of data on your phone without knowing it.
(c) 2019 King Features Synd., Inc.
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The Grand Traverse region’s guide for older adults,
their families and friends in need of information
about services available. This directory provides
information for the growing older population in a
concise, easy to understand format.
Whether you are handling your own care and
affairs, are a care giver or simply interested in
having this kind of helpful information for the
future, this publication will be of interest to you,
and it’s FREE!
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Check your local
Senior Center
or Commission on
Aging office for
your FREE copy!
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Social Security Benefits Increase in 2020
By Bob Simpson, Social Security District Manager in Traverse City

Each year, we announce the
The earnings limit for people
annual cost-of-living adjustment turning 66 in 2020 will increase to
(COLA). By law, federal benefits $48,600. (We deduct $1 from beneincrease when the cost of living rises, fits for each $3 earned over $48,600
as measured by the Department of until the month the worker turns age
Labor’s Consumer Price Index for 66.)
Urban Wage Earners and Clerical
In December 2019, we will post
Workers (CPI-W). Usually, there is Social Security COLA notices
an increase in the benefit amount online for retirement, survivors, and
people will receive each month, disability beneficiaries who have a
starting the following January.
my Social Security account. You
Nearly 69 million Americans will will be able to view and save future
see a 1.6 percent increase in their COLA notices via the Message
Social Security benefits and SSI Center inside my Social Security.
payments in 2020.
You can log in to or sign up for a
Other changes that will happen in my Social Security account today at
January 2020 reflect the increase in www.socialsecurity.gov/myaccount
the national average wage index. For to get more information about your
example, the maximum amount of new benefit amount. You can choose
earnings subject to Social Security to receive an electronic notification
payroll tax will increase to $137,700 by email, text, or both ways under
from $132,900. The earnings limit “Message Center Preferences.” Our
for workers who are younger than notification will let you know that
“full” retirement age (age 66 for a new message is waiting for you.
people born in 1943 through 1954) We will not send any personal
will increase to $18,240. (We deduct information in the notification. The
$1 from benefits for each $2 earned Message Center also allows you to
over $18,240.)
go paperless by opting out of receiv-

ing agency notices by mail that you
can get online, including annual
cost-of-living adjustments and the
income-related monthly adjustment
amount increases. The Message
Center is a secure portal where you

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
From the Antrim County
Commission on Aging,
Board of Advisors, Director and Staff

What’s up at Benzie Senior Resources

The Meals on Wheels
network is participating
in the 2019 Subaru
Share the Love Event.
Over the past eleven
years, Subaru and its
retailers have helped Meals on Wheels to deliver more than 2.2 million
meals nationwide to seniors in need.
One in four seniors lives alone in isolation. One in seven seniors
might not know from where their next meal is coming. This is
unacceptable, which is why Benzie Senior Resources provides the
nutritious meals, friendly visits and safety checks to the seniors of Benzie
County.
This November 14, 2019, through January 2, 2020, for every new Subaru
vehicle purchased or leased, Subaru will donate $250 to the customer’s
choice of participating charities. Meals on Wheels is one of four national
participating charities and has been since the inception of the event. As a
member of Meals on Wheels America, Benzie Senior Resources will
receive a share of the donation from Subaru vehicles sold at
participating Subaru Retailers.
This holiday season you can ensure our senior neighbors are
not forgotten, when you purchase or lease a new Subaru and
select Meals on Wheels as your charity of choice.
Call Benzie Senior Resources at 231.525.0600 for details.

DECEMBER 2019

can conveniently receive sensitive
communications that we don’t send
through email or text.
More information about the
2020 COLA is available at
www.socialsecurity.gov/cola

Programs offered by
Grand Traverse County
Senior Center Network

Mitten Tree

Collection begins Monday, December 2
Celebrated each year on December 6, “Mitten Tree Day” was inspired by
the book, The Mitten Tree, by Candace Christiansen. Throughout the month
of December, help decorate the tree at the Senior Center in Traverse City
with donated mittens, which later will be distributed to those in need.
This project has generated over 1,300 donated warm weather accessories
during the past six years. Get in the spirit and keep this wonderful
community tradition alive!

Happy Holidays Lunch

Wednesday, December 18, 12 p.m.
LIVE Entertainment! Wear your favorite holiday sweater and join us for this
special lunch. Advance registration required by noon the day prior, call
231-947-5285. $3 suggested donation for those over 60; all others, $5.

Traverse City Senior Center

801 E. Front St., Traverse City, MI 49686
231-922-4911, grandtraverse.org
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Lori Wells, Manager

PRIME TIME
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MORTENSEN
FUNERAL HOMES

Our Family Serving Yours for over 30 Years!

Personalized Traditional Funeral Services
Cremation Services • Pre-Planning Service • Monuments & Markers

Bellaire

106 South Bridge
533-8215

Central Lake
2333 S. Main
544-3600

Mancelona
205 W. State
587-8591

LocaLLy-owned, FamiLy-owned FuneraL Home
305 Sixth Street, Traverse City, MI 49684

231-947-6347
Dan Jonkhoff, Manager
www.reynolds-jonkhoff.com
Pictured at top: Dan Jonkhoff (fifth generation funeral director/co-owner), Peg Jonhkhoff (Administrative
Director/co-owner). At bottom: Chris Johkhoff and Lindsey Rogers (sixth generation funeral directors).

LeVon M. Seavolt
Manager/Owner
Be an informed consumer...
Call to see why your friends and neighbors choose Life Story
Have your viewing, gathering & funeral/ceremony
or Memorial Service at Life Story
We can help with Cemetery Burial, Body Donation and CREMATION
Cost friendly, Locally owned and not franchised

“A Family Business That Cares”
-Established 1913-

www.swensenmemorials.com

752 Munson Ave. Traverse City, MI • 231-941-9034

Traditional Funerals
Dignified Affordable Cremations
Monuments & Markers
FREE Pre-planning Services

PAT HALLBERG, CISR

232 E. State Street, Traverse City - (231) 946-6515
312 Pine Street, Elk Rapids - (231) 264-5666
200 N. Brownson Avenue, Kingsley - (231) 263-5522
www.dignitymemorial.com

Agent
800.453.6170
pat@fischerins.com

PLANT YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE
and watch it grow!
Call 231-631-5651
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When Every Dollar Counts
For so many of us, finances can be tough, leaving
us few options for the things that make our lives
more meaningful. That’s where senior discounts
can help.
I know ... we don’t like to do that. But once we
get used to the idea of asking, it gets easier, and
leaves money in our pockets. And remember, when
you ask if there is a senior discount available, you
won’t be the first to ask that question.
Here are a few ideas:
• If an annual membership at the local museum
is $299 and you can purchase a senior
membership for $59, you get the same bene-

fits as those who pay the full price. Sign up
for its newsletters and read them for a few
months to help decide if it’s worth it to you to
see exhibits and hear speakers.
• If you discover that your favorite restaurant gives senior discounts, perhaps you can
increase your dinners out from once to twice
a month, especially if added to other new
discounts you now ask for.
• Check for senior discounts at the local
YMCA. Sometimes during membership
drives, two friends can sign up for the price
of one, or a spouse can be added for only a

few dollars. Or there’s a discount if you bring
in a few canned goods for the food pantry
(especially during the holidays).
• Call the nearest college. Chances are it offers
either discounted or free classes to seniors.
Some places even have what they call Senior
College, with courses geared to what interests us. Look for brown-bag lunch lectures as
well as full courses.
Every dollar counts, especially since Medicare
Part B is going up another $9.10 in January, cutting
into our 1.6% Social Security increase.
(c) 2019 King Features Synd., Inc.

(c) 2019 King Features Synd., Inc.

Call Ann Today to
Schedule A Tour
231.225.4903

Senior Assisted & Independent Living on the Water

1400 Brigadoon Court, Traverse City

BoardmanLakeGlens.com

Woodside Village Senior Apartments
Southridge Assisted Living
Semi-Assisted Senior Living

Quality Care at an Affordable Price
3020 La Franier • Traverse City
(Next to Birchwood Nursing Facility)

231-933-4339

Continuum of care • Lovely wooded setting • Safe, secure environment
Locally owned and operated • Chef-prepared meals - Pet friendly

ASSISTED LIVING
231-932-9060

NURSING/REHABILITATION
231-932-9272

DEMENTIA CARE
231-932-9020

SENIOR APARTMENTS
231-932-9121

One place to call home.
DECEMBER 2019

THIS SPACE
FOR RENT

CALL TODAY
231-631-5651

www.orchardcreektc.com

PRIME TIME
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Cheesy Cauliflower-Rice Casserole
You may want to “invite” this easy slow-cooker dish to your family potluck. It just could
become the hit of the meal and the start of a new family favorite.
2 cups cooked rice
2 1/2 cups frozen cut cauliflower, thawed
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 (4-ounce) jar sliced mushrooms, drained
1 (10 3/4-ounce) can reduced-fat cream of mushroom soup
1/3 cup no-fat sour cream
1/3 cup water
1 cup frozen peas, thawed
1 1/2 cups shredded reduced-fat Cheddar cheese

1. Spray a slow-cooker container with butterflavored cooking spray. In prepared container,
combine rice, cauliflower, onion and mushrooms. Stir in mushroom soup, sour cream and
water. Add peas and Cheddar cheese. Mix well
to combine.
2. Cover and cook on LOW for 4 to 6 hours. Mix
well before serving. Makes 8 (1 cup) servings.
* Each serving equals: 152 calories, 4g fat, 9g protein, 20g
carb., 438mg sodium, 2g Fiber; Diabetic Exchanges: 1 1/2
Starch, 1 Meat, 1 Vegetable.
(c) 2019 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Elizabeth Warren’s Fail
on ‘Medicare for All’
The clear loser
of the Democratic
primary is “Medicare for All.”
First, it demonstrated the unreliability of Kamala
Harris out of the
gate, when she
endorsed it before
quickly backing off. Now, it has
blunted the momentum of Elizabeth Warren, made a mockery of her
claim to be an uber-wonk and shredded her implicit appeal to Bernie
Sanders supporters as an equally
committed left-winger without the
baggage.
Under pressure for weeks for
details related to her version of the
proposal, Warren has now backed all
the way down to promising to pass
Medicare for All by the end of the
third year of her presidency.
This is an implicit concession
that she won’t do it at all. No presidential candidate ever pledges to
do something important in Year 3.
That’s when, if history is any guide,
a president has suffered a midterm
drubbing and lost all legislative
momentum. Warren wants us to
believe that this would be the opportune time for her to pass perhaps the
most sweepingly intrusive government measure in American history.
Warren’s fundamental mistake
was to believe, like almost all the
Democrats early in the race, that she
had to chase Bernie Sanders around
the track, which inevitably involved
backing his signature health care
proposal. But it became immediately evident that it’s one thing to
promise to eliminate all private
health insurance if you are a selfdeclared socialist; it’s quite another
if you imagine yourself anything
short of that.
As soon as another erstwhile
Bernie band-wagoner, Harris,
uttered out loud that she’d end
private health insurance, it created
a controversy that she was clearly
uncomfortable with. As a way to
wiggle out of it, she came up with
her own plan.
DECEMBER 2019
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Warren lasted
longer. Her undoing was that her
resolute unwillingness to say
that she’d raise
middle-class
taxes to pay for the
program undermined her selfimage as a woman with a “plan for
that.” She had to jerry-rig a financing program built on such outlandishly rosy assumptions about costs
and revenues that even her journalistic cheerleaders have been skeptical. As she continued to take fire,
Warren announced her “transition”
plan, effectively saying the program
is not a first-term priority.
In so doing, she has managed to
bring on herself the worst of both
worlds. Democratic purists will be
disappointed in her, and Sanders
voters feel confirmed in any doubts
they already had about her commitment.
It should have been foreseeable
that proposing a ruinously expensive, enormously coercive health
program would present political
problems. Even Democratic primary
voters aren’t fully sold on a Medicare for All plan that eliminates all
private insurance.
Sanders has gotten away with it
because socialism is his brand and
conviction. He hand-waves away
questions on the specifics -- what
do they matter, when the revolution
will make all things possible?
In contrast, Warren let the critics get into her head, just as she did
over her purported Native American
heritage, and stumbled into a messy,
self-destructive response, just as
she did with her DNA test last year.
Democrats have to be wondering,
over and above her struggles with
Medicare for All, if this is really
who they want to send up against the
endlessly combative and needling
Donald Trump next year.
Rich Lowry is editor of the National Review.
(c) 2019 by King Features Synd., Inc.
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Old Town Playhouse and Front Street Insurance
present

Bring some Buddy you love!

BOOK BY MATTHEW SKLAR &
CHAD BEGUELIN, MUSIC & LYRICS
BY THOMAS MEEHAN & BOB MARTIN

231.947.2210

oldtownplayhouse.com

The Musical

Nov. 15th - Dec. 14th

Comedian
greg hahn
Saturday, February 8

inTerLoChen arTS
aCademY SingerSongWriTerS
Friday, February 21

HOME
FOR
THE
HOLIDAYS

danú
St. patrick’S
celebration
Tuesday, march 10

with
THE ACCIDENTALS

The moTh
mainSTage
Friday, april 24

SATURDAY SPONSOR

SATURDAY, DEC 7 | 7:30 pm
SUNDAY, DEC 8 | 3:00 pm

dear eVan hanSen
broadway bound!

Lars Hockstad Auditorium
Tom Riccobono, Guest Conductor
SUNDAY SPONSOR

Saturday, June 20

Traverse City’s own dynamic folk-rock power trio,
THE ACCIDENTALS, and the TSO on stage together.
This festive celebration features favorite holiday
classics plus rocking new arrangements in a highenergy show fun for all ages!

GUEST ARTIST SPONSOR

SEASON SPONSOR
MEDIA
SPONSOR
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Tickets from $28
TraverseSymphony.org
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